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MURAL SITES IN THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA  
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CITYWIDE PUBLIC WALLS
The Disability Mural, Center for Accessible Technology, Berkeley, CA. (exhibited at 18 locations until its permanent installation at the Ed Roberts Campus, Ashby BART station).
Playland and the Movie Stars, Balboa Theater, 38th Ave. and Balboa, SF (outdoor).
Para Placa, Balmy Alley, between 24th St. and 25th St., Harrison and Folsom, SF (outdoor).
The Earthquake in Mexico, Galeria de la Raza, 24th St. and Bryant, SF (temporary indoor).
History of the Sunset, 39th Ave. and Ortega, SF. (outdoor).
North Beach Fish, North Beach Swimming Pool, Lombard and Mason, SF (outdoor).
Old Oakland Renovation Project, Storek and Storek, 9th and Broadway, Oakland (temporary outdoor).
Potrero Hill Black History Fence, 23rd St. and Wisconsin, SF (outdoor).
Desert, St. John's School, 21st St. and South Van Ness, SF (outdoor).
Portable Mural, exhibited at San Francisco Art Commission Office; Ecology Fair, Brooks Hall; Container Fair, Hall of Flowers, Golden Gate Park; SOMARTS, (temporary indoor).
Serbian Cemetery, Colma (outdoor mosaic).
History of San Francisco, Twin Peaks Communication Tower, Twin Peaks, SF (outdoor).

COMMUNITY CENTERS
Mission Cultural Center, 25th St. and Mission, SF (temporary outdoor).
Mission Neighborhood Adult Center, 18th St. and Capp, SF (indoors).
Puerto Rican Center, Mission and Valencia, SF (outdoor).
South of Market Cultural Center, 9th St. and Brannan, SF (outdoor).
Buchanan YMCA, Buchanan and Geary, SF (indoors).
Women's Mural, Western Addition YWCA, Buchanan and Sutter, SF (indoors).
Women's Mural, Downtown YWCA, Mason and Sutter. Moved to The Women's Building, 18th St. and Valencia, SF (indoors).

HOUSING PROJECTS
Bernal Dwellings Housing Project, 2 murals, 26th St. and Harrison, Army and Folsom, SF (outdoor).
Holly Courts Housing Project, Appleton and Holly Park, SF (outdoor).

SCHOOLS
Alvarado School, 23rd St. and Alvarado, SF (outdoor).
Argonne School, 17th Ave. and Balboa, SF (outdoor).
Bi-Centennial Wall, Glen Park School, Lippard and Bosworth, SF (outdoor).
Garden Mural, Cobb School, California and Scott, SF (outdoor).
Jefferson School District, 251 Whittier St., Daly City (outdoor).
Magic Carpet and restoration of The Right of Education, Seed of Freedom, Francisco Middle School, Chestnut and Powell, SF (outdoor).
Mira Loma School, Omar Way, SF (outdoor).
Oceans Week, 6 murals at Seaview Elementary School, Richmond (outdoor).
Quilt Mural, Spring Valley School, Washington and Hyde, SF (outdoor).
John Swett School, Golden Gate Ave. and Gough, SF (temporary indoor).